
 

 
DEATH ON TOUR 
 
 
MEDIUM:    
 
Framed polaroids & short stories, single-channel looping  3-min video work on DVD, T-Shirts, letters of 
indulgence, photo wallpaper 

   
SYNOPSIS: 
 
This ongoing project will premiere in Cannes in 2008. Get scared. Imagine West meeting East, i.e. 
Ingmar Bergman’s ghost watching the Japanese horror movie ‘The Ring’. Remember Tarkovski’s 
Polaroids and the big Rock n Roll Swindle. This is popular culture vs. the Middle Ages. The dance 
around the Big Doubt. 
 
CONCEPT: 

 
‘Photographs state the innocence, the vulnerability of 
lives heading toward their own destruction, and this 
link between photography and death haunts all 
photographs of people.’1 
 
This ongoing project will premiere in a hotel in Cannes, 
2008 and akin to a rock tour, move to as many cities, 
becoming a lifelong site-specific & culturally specific 
work. One wall of the exhibition space is plastered with 
photo wallpaper depicting a hotel room’s interior. The 
room photographed is the Hotel Sofitel, created during 
the proposed residency.  
 
On this wallpaper one encounters ten small works on 
the walls, each a framed dream-like polaroid image 
and evocative short story (under 100 words). 
 

Each story is a portrait, depicting the last hours in the life of the person portrayed in the polaroid. From 
poetic to grim. Two of the depicted persons lived their last hours in Cannes. Eight in the surroundings 
around MGA (Melbourne SE Suburbs). 
 
While in the room the visitor notices a flashlight coming from the TV in the corner. The TV shows a 
looping 3-minute black & white silent Super8 film created by BORIS + NATASCHA. An Ingmar Bergman-
like character, Death in a black hood, holds a polaroid camera. ‘The SX-70 becomes like a part of you, 
as it slips through life effortlessly…’2 Every few minutes he takes a picture of a visitor to the room and 
the TV flashes.  
 
Perhaps Death has captured your final moment? Are you next? 
 

                                                 
1 Susan Sontag, On Photography, Penguin Books, 1979, p 70 
2 Polaroid advertisement 1975, from Susan Sontag, On Photography, Penguin Books, 1979, p 198 



In that moment the visitor wonders whether the eight Melbourne characters may have visited this show 
prior to their death.  
 

Is there anything you can do to get 
out of this?  
 
Coming closer to the TV, the visitor 
notices a little sign, advertising the option 
to payoff Death. For 100 dollars one can 
buy a letter of indulgence, akin to those 
distributed en masse to the wealthy in 
the middle ages, absolving them of their 
sins. The BORIS + NATASCHA letter of 
indulgence will buy the visitor some more 
time in the present moment and proclaim 
amongst other things:  
 
‘Death  had  me  in  his  viewfinder  but  I  
made a deal and bought some time.’  
 
 

The letter of indulgence is signed and sealed by Death himself.  
 
Death is played by Boris and recorded by Natascha in her notorious Super 8 style. The polaroids and 
stories are solely one-off artworks. A high-resolution scan of the polaroid will remain in the artist’s 
property to enable a future publication.  
 
Visitors can also purchase a limited edition DEATH ON TOUR T-shirt. On its back, it lists a tour 
itinerary (here it would be Melbourne and Cannes).  
 

 
 
Timeless and universal like the big doubt Mortality, this project is designed to be never-ending and 
tour globally. In every new city BORIS + NATASCHA will produce 10 more polaroids and stories and a 
new T-shirt edition.  
 
INSTALLATION REQUIREMENTS: 
 
The show will have premiered in Cannes.  
- Wallpaper (produce ideally while on Sofitel residency or in another Melbourne hotel, hire large format  
camera hire, film costs, wallpaper production costs) 
- framed portraits (produce polaroids in Melb apart from 2 in Cannes, frame locally) 
- Letters of Indulgence (produced for Cannes) 
- T-shirts (produce in Melbourne) 
- DVD player & monitor  
 
 
BORIS + NATASCHA  JANUARY 2008 
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